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Communicating Load Communicating Load 
Management at Southern Management at Southern 

California EdisonCalifornia Edison

An Historical PerspectiveAn Historical Perspective

Mark S. MartinezMark S. Martinez



Southern California EdisonSouthern California Edison
By the NumbersBy the Numbers……..

• 120 years old
• 50,000 square miles
• 4.7 million meters 
• 13 million people 
• 13,500 employees
• 21,100 MW (peak)
• 84.5 million GWh 
•Generation mix:

•Gas – 45% 
•Renewables -- 19%
•Nuclear – 20%
•Coal – 13%
•Other – 1%



In the beginningIn the beginning……
SCE formed from 500 SCE formed from 500 
companiescompanies
Mostly agricultural Mostly agricultural 
economyeconomy
Population grew from Population grew from 
33,000 in 1880 to 33,000 in 1880 to 
190,000 by 1890!190,000 by 1890!
Built load by selling Built load by selling 
electric appliances like electric appliances like 
ranges and ovens, clothes ranges and ovens, clothes 
washers and irons.washers and irons.
Established a higher Established a higher 
quality of life quality of life ---- electricity electricity 
offered a variety of offered a variety of 
enhancements.enhancements.



Conservation and Load Conservation and Load 
ManagementManagement

1972 1972 –– adding adding 
200,000 new homes 200,000 new homes 
annuallyannually
1973 OPEC oil 1973 OPEC oil 
embargo embargo –– SCE SCE 
marketed energy marketed energy 
conservation conservation 
Conservation/Load Conservation/Load 
Management was Management was 
way to mitigate way to mitigate 
building new building new 
generationgeneration
““Make Every Make Every 
Kilowatt Count.Kilowatt Count.””



Selling ConservationSelling Conservation
SCE was first utility in SCE was first utility in 
the US to discontinue  the US to discontinue  
promotional advertising promotional advertising 
and urge energy and urge energy 
conservation.conservation.
Initial perception that Initial perception that 
conservation was conservation was 
““shivering in the dark!shivering in the dark!””
Conservation eventually Conservation eventually 
became a national became a national 
cause cause ---- people people 
embraced the challenge.embraced the challenge.
SCE programs were SCE programs were 
considered the most considered the most 
effective in the country.effective in the country.



WhatWhat’’s Load Management?s Load Management?
Summer peaks were Summer peaks were 
still growing due to air still growing due to air 
conditioning.conditioning.
New power generation New power generation 
was years away was years away –– due due 
to environmental and to environmental and 
regulatory delays.regulatory delays.
SCE advertising began SCE advertising began 
the education process the education process 
of of ““shifting the loadshifting the load”” ----
asking customers to asking customers to 
voluntarily change their voluntarily change their 
home routines.home routines.
Focused on the Focused on the 
economic benefit of economic benefit of 
““lower bills.lower bills.””
Used all media Used all media ---- except except 
billboardsbillboards



Selling Load ManagementSelling Load Management
First TV spot featured First TV spot featured 
singing appliances.singing appliances.
Research showed Research showed 
customers understood customers understood 
the campaign concept: the campaign concept: 
““Give Your Appliances Give Your Appliances 
the Afternoon Off.the Afternoon Off.””
SCE varied the creative SCE varied the creative 
approach approach –– cartoons, cartoons, 
charts and graphs, little charts and graphs, little 
girls, toy trainsgirls, toy trains…… but but 
kept the key phrase and kept the key phrase and 
cost benefit.cost benefit.
Customers finally felt Customers finally felt 
our message was our message was 
getting stalegetting stale……



Adding Fun and Credibility!Adding Fun and Credibility!
Added George Added George 
Burns during his Burns during his 
““Oh GodOh God”” films.films.
The ultimate in The ultimate in 
spokesperson spokesperson 
credibility.credibility.
Reasonable cost Reasonable cost 
talent.talent.
Used humor to Used humor to 
deliver the messagedeliver the message
Later added Betty Later added Betty 
White to play the White to play the 
GracieGracie--type role.type role.





Air Conditioner Cycling Air Conditioner Cycling -- 19851985
Used primarily direct Used primarily direct 
mail with radio and mail with radio and 
newspaper support.newspaper support.
Offered credit on Offered credit on 
summer bills.summer bills.
Used FM radio signals Used FM radio signals 
to cycle off the AC to cycle off the AC 
compressor compressor –– but kept but kept 
the fan working.the fan working.
Cycling would happen Cycling would happen 
on the hottest days of on the hottest days of 
the year when SCE the year when SCE 
needed the load!  needed the load!  



Expanding The Load Expanding The Load 
Management Messages late 80Management Messages late 80’’ss



2121stst Century MessagesCentury Messages

XcelXcel SaverSaver’’s Switchs Switch SCESCE’’s Summer Discount Plans Summer Discount Plan




